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Key Findings
• Freight rail is responsible for at least 7% of Minnesota employment 

— a quarter of a million jobs — and $40 billion of state GDP
 ○ This scale exceeds the job loss in the recent severe recession, and is 

equivalent to:
• Every worker in Minnesota’s Finance and Insurance, and the 

Professional, Scientific and Technical Service industries; or
• Half of the combined Education and Health sectors; or 
• The entire workforces of the Rochester and Duluth metro areas

• Freight rail adds about $2,000 to the average Minnesotan’s income

 ○ More than $5,000 per household

• Freight rail fosters enough statewide income for families and 
businesses to generate about $7 billion in state and local tax revenue

 ○ Roughly comparable to the revenues from the entire Minneapolis-
Saint Paul metro area region

• The estimates in this study are highly conservative

 ○ They acknowledge that traditional economic impact methods cannot 
completely capture an industry as pervasive as rail

 ○ They are proportionally below similar ones made in recent studies 

Key Background
• Like many capitalist economies, Minnesota’s economy is driven by 

specialization and trade

 ○ Firms specialize in the tasks in which they are most productive
 ○ They trade with other firms for supplies and services in which they are 

not competitive
 ○ Trade requires transportation infrastructure to ship raw materials and 

finished products

• Trade drives economic progress

 ○ Firms can sell to larger markets
 ○ Firms must compete with world-class competitors
 ○ Competition drives productivity improvement
 ○ Increased productivity (efficiency) offers consumers more choice and 

lower prices
 ○ Efficient transportation is a key criterion firms use to locate new facilities

• The history of the North American Midwest was profoundly shaped by rail

 ○ Rail enabled agriculture and industry to flourish and communities to 
grow, because exporters could ship products to distant markets and 
consumers could import an abundance of goods at competitive prices  

 ○ Without it, Minnesota would be less populated, with a far less 
diverse economy 

• Rail’s safety record is unmatched, with accident rates:

 ○ Roughly half that of trucking
 ○ Two-thirds the average of all private industries 

• Minnesota has been an economic success story for over a century

 ○ Economic diversification has brought greater stability and higher job 
growth than the national average

 ○ Minnesota has outpaced even similar neighbors such as Wisconsin 
 ○ The state has a strong emphasis on investment in both human capital 

(education, health) and physical capital (infrastructure)
 ○ Trade has been a key element of the state’s economic success
 ○ Trade relies on a robust transportation infrastructure, including rail
 ○ Unlike other modes of transportation, rail’s investment is almost 

entirely private

• Rail-dependent sectors play a disproportionate role in Minnesota’s economy

 ○ 27% of employment
 ○ 7% exclusively due to freight rail

• The industries most dependent on rail include:

 ○ Agricultural products 
 ○ Forest products
 ○ Heavy machinery 
 ○ Metals mining
 ○ Processed food
 ○ Production technology
 ○ Publishing and printing
 ○ Construction
 ○ Wholesale trade
 ○ Retail trade
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Executive Summary
Trade among nations and regions has been the most powerful engine 
of prosperity in world economic history . This report explains how trade, 
and the transportation infrastructure that enables it (including rail), has 
special significance for Minnesota . In fact, without freight rail Minnesota 
would not have economically outperformed all neighboring states, and 
the nation as a whole . 

The author is not a rail expert, but a 
specialist in how states and companies 
compete . This report builds on previous 
work by the University of Minnesota 
Humphrey School of Public Affairs’ State 
and Local Policy Program2  in order to 
estimate the economic impact of freight 
rail in Minnesota .

The industrial revolution, powered by steam in the late 18th and 19th 
centuries and by electricity since, really kick-started world economic 
growth . Incomes began doubling not every few centuries, but every few 
generations . But the avalanche of production made possible by steam 
power needed markets, which meant transportation – steamships and 
their land-based equivalent, railroads – to get those goods to distant 
customers . 

Why does efficient goods transportation create such economic growth?  
By allowing trade with a much wider span of geographies, it has a dual 
impact . It allows an exporting firm to sell to a much larger market . But 
more importantly, it exposes the firm to a wider range of competitors . 
In the long run this is an economic positive . In order for the firm to 
survive it will be obliged to accelerate the rate at which it improves—it 
will need not be only a regional or national leader, but world-class . 
Not accidentally, the leading global firms in many industries were first 
toughened in an intensely competitive domestic market that prepared 
them to compete overseas3 . It is no surprise, therefore, that jobs in 
exporting industries command higher wages than other jobs4 —because 
global competition has forced them to be more productive .

Roughly 75% of the world’s economy is located inland . Unless near a 
navigable river or a canal, shipping bulk exports outward and imports 
inward requires rail or truck hauling . Rail has a number of advantages: 

With roughly 75% of the world’s economy 

located inland, freight rail has been 

pivotal in global economic development.

in cost, in environmental impact, and in effects on the road network . So 
it is no exaggeration to say that freight rail has been pivotal in global 
economic development, including the miracle of the late 20th and early 
21st centuries, when three billion people escaped poverty by exporting 
their wares via international trade5 . 

Here in North America, the vast interior 
of the country—anywhere inland west 
of the Appalachians and not near a 
navigable river—could only be settled 
in numbers in the 19th century after 
an efficient transportation system was 
created to bring supplies in and products 
out . Without steamships and railroads, 

Great Plains incomes of the 19th century would have been locked in 
near subsistence levels, perhaps 1/50th of what they are today . Instead, 
rail helped to achieve for the Midwest – and Minnesota – an income 
acceleration over the past century that fostered a quality of life that 
generations of Minnesotans have enjoyed .

Public Investment Made Possible
A high trade intensity has maintained Minnesota’s economic 
performance margin over surrounding states . Minnesota outpaced 
the nation for most of the 20th century . A public policy environment 
friendly to investment attracted new industries . Foremost among 
these were education and health and professional services . Each of 
these industries earned far higher profits than traditional commodity 
producers, and each led to a self-reinforcing cycle of economic growth . 
This trend has continued in the 21st century . Minnesota’s unemployment 
rate is a percentage point below the nation’s – 3 .5% at present, meeting 
most definitions of “full employment,” or better .

This virtuous cycle has been founded on investment, sustained by 
an economy that enables such investment to grow . This is especially 
evident in education and infrastructure . Both are essential to assist 
globally competitive companies to be more productive than their 
competitors from around the world .
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Rail is a unique transportation mode in its exclusive reliance on private 
investment in its infrastructure . It contributes significantly to the state 
– without requiring taxpayer monies . In fact, it provides significant tax 
revenue, as discussed below .

Minnesota’s Rail Transport Network
The state of Minnesota is astride several major transportation corridors 
that cause it to punch above its weight in terms of its role in trade6:

• Through ports on the western shore of Lake Superior iron ore, 
coal and grain are shipped on the Great Lakes to national and 
international markets .

• Terminals on Minnesota’s navigable rivers send agricultural and other 
products south . 

• Interstates running east-west and north-south host trucks carrying 
commodities to and from Minnesota’s communities .

• Four Class I and seventeen short-line railroads operate in the state, 
linking other modes of transportation and carrying commodities to 
national and international markets . 

Over 3 .6 million carloads – more than one for every worker in the state – 
are transported over the state’s 4,500 miles of railroad track . Minnesota’s 
rail lines connect the state centrally into the web of global trade . This 
system, the eighth largest in the nation, transports 228 million tons of 
freight each year . Rail-dependent economic clusters are successful in 
leveraging this position, employing over one fourth of all workers .

Although a considerable share of Minnesota’s agricultural products travel 
by barge, nearly 20% of Minnesota’s rail-transported exports are farm 
products7 —the second largest category by weight after iron ore . Minnesota 
is the nation’s third largest farm exporter (well over $1 billion in 20148) .

Rail’s Role in Energy
Compared to other forms of ground transportation, rail makes a 
compelling case to shippers in terms of safety, environmental impact, 
and efficiency . Rail is central to Minnesota’s energy web . Almost all the 
coal used to heat and light Minnesota homes and businesses is imported 
by rail, from the Powder River Basin of Wyoming and southern Montana . 

Unit trains of crude oil from the Bakken oil region of North Dakota 

are shipped to and through Minnesota, to destinations south and 
east . This crude oil traffic continues to be the focus of concern, but 
changes to safety regulations and industry standards in operations 
and handling – as well as an overhaul in federal tank car standards – 
are being implemented . Rail’s accident rate is half that of trucking, and 
two thirds of the American industry average . 

As it must import virtually all the coal and oil products it uses and 
refines, Minnesota is not an energy powerhouse, but it is becoming 
one through growth in renewables like ethanol . Here, too, railroads 
are a central component, hauling corn to processing plants and the 
ethanol on its way to market . While fossil fuels still dominate energy 
use, it is an essential pathway to power the nation . Rail transports a 
large portion of that energy . 

Rail’s Sustaining Economic Influence
Our deliberately understated estimate of the Minnesota economic impact of 
freight rail is displayed in Table ES .1 . Taken in whole, we can confidently say 
that the estimates of rail impact shown here are quite conservative – a lower 
bound . Actual impacts are far more likely higher than these, not lower .

Table ES.1  
Jobs and Economic Activity that  
would not exist without Freight Rail

REDUCTION IN ECONOMIC AGGREGATES
Sector/Cluster Output Earnings Employment

Agricultural products $2,439 $498 11,285

Forest products (included in above)

Heavy machinery $6,821 $1,781 29,500

Metal mining $1,676 $318 5,059

Processed food $9,046 $1,727 41,155

Production technology (included in above)

Publishing and printing $5,985 $1,493 30,133

Construction $3,351 $1,203 28,063

Wholesale trade $9,978 $3,098 50,232

Retail trade $4,097 $1,324 51,617

TOTALS $43,392 $11,443 247,044

($ in millions, except for employment)
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Freight rail contributes at least 7% to Minnesota’s employment, roughly 
a quarter million jobs, and over $40 billion in economic activity. This is a 
greater number than the jobs lost in the recent recession, and is equivalent 
to the entire workforce in the Finance and Insurance and the Professional, 
Scientific and Technical Service industries; half of the Education and 
Health sector; or every worker in the Duluth and Rochester areas . 

In terms of personal income, without rail, every Minnesotan would be 
roughly $2,000 per year poorer – more than $5,000 per household .

A crude estimate of the tax revenue generated by the economic activity 
made possible by freight rail (directly and indirectly) would therefore 
be roughly $7 billion, or 16 .7% of the rail-enabled economic activity . 
This is a very significant fraction of total state and local tax revenues 
(about comparable to the taxes generated in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul 
metro area) . Rail was directly responsible for $2 billion in state and local 
tax revenue in 2011, or about one-twentieth of the $40 billion collected 
from all taxpayers . (By our estimate, its total revenue impact is three 
and one half times larger, as noted .)  

Rail is a Self-Sustaining Economic Engine
Fundamental infrastructure – electric power, clean water, 
telecommunication, and transportation – is easy to take for granted . 
Freight rail is a case in point . According to the World Bank the United 
States has the most efficient and cost-effective freight rail network in 
the world9 . This also drives down environmental costs and accident 
rates . Rail today costs about one third of trucking based on direct 
costs10 . Unlike almost any other transportation mode, freight rail pays 
its own way . Freight rail is arguably one of the most capital intensive 
industries in America, yet it invests in its infrastructure at record 
levels . Since 1980, the private investment freight railroads made in 
their infrastructure is $575 billion . In 2015, freight rail investment in 
Minnesota was approximately $500 million11 . By contrast, the state must 
invest public tax dollars to fund other infrastructure . 

But this successful industry is often seen as a 19th century throwback, 
of little interest to the technological 21st century . In fact, the modern 
economy could not exist without efficient bulk transport . For the three 
fourths of the world that lives inland, that means freight rail . Minnesota has 
made efficient infrastructure, including freight transport, an indispensable 
part of its highly attractive business environment for decades .

This report estimates the effect of freight rail on the economy – how 
much Minnesota benefits from this industry; or conversely, how much 
poorer the state would be if it was curtailed . Conventional tools of 
economic impact analysis are not fully adequate to the challenge, 
because the scope of this industry is far greater than the incremental 
changes on which conventional techniques are premised . Nevertheless, 
it is safe to say that freight rail contributes at least 7% to Minnesota’s 
employment and over $40 billion in state economic activity . 

Trade requires transportation . Near navigable waterways, barges and 
ships are often the mode of choice . For the rest of the globe, that mode is 
freight rail . Freight rail is the circulatory system of modern economies . It is 
an unheralded keystone of Minnesota’s longstanding economic success .
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How this Report  
is Organized
Chapter 1 provides deep background, outlining the importance of 
trade in world economic development . The opening up to international 
trade by formerly socialist and communist nations has been the 
greatest economic accelerant in history . Trade requires transportation 
systems, including freight rail .

Chapter 2 notes that transportation infrastructure, including rail, has 
been a foundation of Minnesota’s exceptional economic performance 
over the past several decades .

Chapter 3 discusses Minnesota’s role in the international trading 
system, focusing on its key transportation corridors . 

Chapter 4 focuses on the products that are transported in international 
trade: economic clusters within Minnesota that are particularly rail-
dependent . These clusters punch well above their weight, employing more 
than one fourth of all Minnesota workers .

Chapter 5 summarizes the pros and cons of rail as a shipping mode, 
pointing out its economic and environmental advantages .

Chapter 6 outlines the unrecognized role that energy plays in 
Minnesota’s economic position, and the role of rail therein . It touches 
on key issues regarding rail, including the rapid growth in controversial 
cargoes such as crude oil – particularly salient in the North Central states .

Chapter 7 is the quantitative core of the report: It estimates the 
economic impact of freight rail in Minnesota, by identifying the volume 
of economic activity which would not occur if rail did not exist .

Chapter 8 concludes, drawing lessons from the foregoing . In 
particular, it emphasizes how easy it can be to undervalue this 
prosaic but vital contributor to Minnesota’s economy .

Appendix A lists source material used in this work, including two 
key foundational reports by the University of Minnesota’s Humphrey 
School of Public Affairs, State and Local Policy Program .

Appendix B provides additional background on the estimation method 
used in the report, regional input-output (I/O) analysis . It points out I/O’s 
strengths and limits, and how this analysis adjusted for them to produce 
a very conservative estimate of freight rail’s Minnesota economic impact .

Appendix C provides biographical information about the author .
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I. Freight Transportation 
in Global Economic 
Development
Trade among nations and regions has been the most powerful engine 
of prosperity in world economic history . This report explains how trade, 
and the transportation infrastructure that enables it (including rail), has 
special significance for Minnesota . In fact, without freight rail Minnesota 
would not have economically outperformed all neighboring states and 
the nation as a whole .

The above paragraph is a bold statement, requiring explanation . A wide 
reading of economic history12 reveals that:

1 . Free-market market competition encourages competitors to 
continuously improve the quality and/or cost of their offerings . 
Alternative economic systems such as socialism were proved inferior 
during the central ideological struggle of the second half of the 20th 
century (the Cold War) . Even committed Communists embraced 
market capitalism in the last decade of that century . Today even 
the few surviving holdouts such as Cuba and China have introduced 
market mechanisms into formerly command economies .

2 . The improvements forced by competition bring prosperity to 
wide swathes of society, not only capitalists . A better mousetrap 
stimulates greater sales; those extra units sold are produced by 
employees . Those employees spend their paychecks, and thereby 
increase the incomes of workers in other industries also .

3 . The wider the arena of competition, the greater are these effects . 
A firm that formerly competed only with a neighbor faces an order 
of magnitude more competition when its local market opens to 
foreign trade . Now they must be not just the best in their county or 
state, but one of the best in the world . This heightened competition 
accelerates performance improvements, turbocharging prosperity .

4 . If a firm sells a service that can be digitized, competition is expanded 
when its customers can connect to the telecommunications 
network (e .g ., the Internet) . If it sells a physical product, the freight 
transportation network serves the same function . For high value 
items, trade volumes exploded when economical air service became 
available in the mid-20th century . Trade in lower value items relies 
on inexpensive bulk carriers, especially shipping and rail . The key 
development for these was steam power in the early 1800s .

5 . International trade since the end of the Cold War has been arguably the 
most successful antipoverty program in history . The residents of East and 
South Asia began exporting to the West what they had in abundance 
(low-skilled labor) in exchange for what they lacked (technology), 
suddenly made possible due by political changes (the removal of trade 
barriers) and economic ones (falling prices to transport information and 
goods) . These three billion-plus people are entering the global middle 
class, roughly doubling its number in barely one generation .

6 . So in a supreme irony, industries that are 150 years old (rail) or much 
older (shipping) have been essential contributors to the post-Cold 
War transformation of the world  economy .

This report examines the specific role freight rail plays in the economy 
of Minnesota . It builds on recent work by the University of Minnesota 
Humphrey School of Public Affairs’ State and Local Policy Program13 . 
The next chapters will outline the special nature of the contribution that 
rail makes in the state . The rest of this chapter sets the stage: it applies 
insights from economic history that have revolutionized every economy 
on the globe – or at least, every one that is connected to the web of 
trade links that circles the planet .

Competition, Trade,  
Transportation and Prosperity
Modern economies are productive – produce large amounts of value 
per hour of labor – because of specialization . If you were obliged to 
grow your own food and make your own clothes you would be poor, 
because those are not tasks at which you are skilled . They would take 
much of your time and leave little time remaining to earn income (i .e ., 
selling your labor to someone who pays for it .)  Capitalism entails the 
free exchange of products between specialists . Adam Smith, who first 
documented specialization’s importance in the late 18th century, called 
such exchanges between specialists “trade,” but we commonly reserve 
that word for trade across international borders .

Trade allows firms to specialize: to produce the products at which they 
are most efficient, and can therefore earn the highest incomes . When they 
spend that income with suppliers, others benefit also . So specialization 
catalyzes prosperity . This was one of Smith’s key insights, felicitously timed 
at the start of the Industrial Revolution, when steam-powered machine 
made it possible to produce mass quantities of goods very efficiently . 
Manufacturing quickly moved out of artisans’ homes and into factories .
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Nearby specialists can exchange with each other easily – that is the 
function of every urban or farm market, from ancient Greek agoras to 
Arab souks to EBay and Alibaba . To buy or sell from distant specialists 
requires that goods be transported . The Nile River, the Silk Road across 
Asia, and Mediterranean and Sahara trade routes figured prominently 
in ancient and medieval history . Exploiting the economic opportunities 
of trade were the motive power behind the great exploration voyages 
in the late Renaissance, such as Zheng He’s for the Chines emperor or 
those of Vasco de Gama, Columbus, and Magellan . They did not travel 
to claim unexplored land, but to find a more economical route for trade .

Per capita economic growth was essentially zero for the first several 
thousand years of recorded history . Life in 1500 AD was not materially 
better than in 1500 BC . The great expansion of trade that followed 
the 15th and 16th century voyages of exploration initiated the first real 
economic progress in history, although very faint: perhaps 0 .1% annual 
growth in per capita incomes, but enough to double standards of living 
every few hundred years .

The industrial revolution – powered by steam in the late 18th and 19th 
centuries and by electricity since – really kick-started growth . Incomes 
began doubling not every few centuries, but every few generations . But 
the avalanche of production made possible by steam power needed 
markets, which meant transportation to get those goods to distant 
customers . Steamships and their land-based equivalent railroads 
brought the fruits of the Industrial revolution to lands many Europeans 
could not identify on a map .

Why does efficient goods transportation create such economic growth?  
By allowing trade with a much wider span of geographies, it is a double-
edged sword . First, it allows an exporting firm to sell to a much larger 
market . But more subtly and importantly, it exposes the firm to a wider 
range of competitors . In the long run this is an economic positive . In order 
for the firm to survive it will be obliged to accelerate the rate at which 
it improves – it will need not be only a regional or national leader, but 
world-class . Not accidentally, the leading global firms in many industries 
were first toughened in an intensely competitive domestic market that 
prepared them to compete overseas .14 It is no surprise, therefore, that 
jobs in exporting industries command higher wages than other jobs 15 —
because global competition has forced them to be more productive .

As noted above, the entry of China and India into significant 
international trade has enhanced their rates of growth by a factor of 

five or more, so that they are the fastest-growing large economies in 
the world .16 Large parts of their combined populations of roughly 2 .5 
billion have used trade to progress out of poverty and into the global 
middle class – the greatest economic success story in history . Because 
much of that trade has been of manufactured goods (especially from 
China), it depends on efficient transportation: by air for expensive 
items, and by sea and rail for bulk cargoes .

Roughly 75% of the world’s economy is located inland . Unless near a 
navigable river or a canal, shipping bulk exports outward and imports 
inward requires rail or truck hauling . Rail has a number of advantages, 
as outlined later . So it is no exaggeration to say that freight rail has 
been pivotal in global economic development, including the miracle 
of the late 20th and early 21st centuries, when three billion people 
escaped poverty by selling their wares via international trade .17 

Here in North America, the vast interior of the country – anywhere 
inland west of the Appalachians and not near a navigable river – 
could only be settled in numbers in the 19th century after an efficient 
transportation system was created to bring supplies in and products 
out . Without steamships and railroads Great Plains income levels would 
be near subsistence, perhaps 1/50th of what they are today .

II. Minnesota’s  
Economic Exceptionalism
As an outsider who specializes in state economies and competitiveness, 
this author has gained a powerful admiration of the longstanding 
economic achievements of Minnesotans . Perhaps only an outsider 
would have the gumption to call the state’s economic performance truly 
exceptional . But the facts bear this strong statement out .

At the beginning of the 20th century, Minnesota’s economy was far 
behind the dominant Northeast, or the national average: its mainstay 
industries (agriculture and mining) were notoriously cyclical, and mostly 
produced commodities that commanded low prices . In the first half of 
the century the state grew faster than the nation, mainly due only to 
immigration, as cheap land attracted immigrants . 

But in the second half of the 20th century Minnesota continued to grow 
faster than the nation . This was not due to economic convergence, 
but diversification . A public policy environment friendly to investment 
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attracted new industries . Foremost among these were education and 
health and professional services . Each of these industries earned far higher 
profits than commodity producers, and each led to a self-reinforcing 
cycle of economic growth . This trend has continued in the 21st century . 
As UMN SLPP notes, Minnesota’s employment did not fall as far as the 
nation’s during the Great Recession, and it has rebounded much more 
strongly . Minnesota’s unemployment rate is well more than a percentage 
point below the nation’s – 3 .5% at present, meeting most definitions of “full 
employment,” or better . This achievement is especially impressive given 
that Minnesota was one of only two states whose labor force participation 
rate (LFPR) actually rose since the pre-recession peak .18 Minnesota’s rising 
LFPR is an important predictor of continued economic dynamism .

These have been unique achievements . Even Minnesota’s nearest similar 
neighbor, Wisconsin, has been outpaced over the last two decades . The 
two states were essentially tied in overall economic performance (as 
measured by the Federal Reserve’s Coincident Economic Activity Index, 
which combines several state-level economic measures) until about 
1996, when Minnesota pulled resoundingly ahead (by 10%) . Minnesota’s 
per capita income is ranked 11th in the nation, far ahead of Wisconsin 
(22nd) . By this measure it is the highest-ranked state in the Midwest, 
with Illinois (16th nationally) the next highest .

Unquestionably the rising tide has not lifted all boats . In particular, the 
large parts of the state that rely on commodity sales still experience 
boom/bust cycles . Presently declines in metals prices due to China’s 
slowing demand are causing suffering among iron ore producers, and 
farmers are often hostage to sharp swings in farm prices . Also, Minnesota 
certainly was not immune to the national recession in 2008-09, although 
it suffered much less than the national average . But the broad sweep 
of the past several decades has been one of economic diversification 
into higher-skilled industries and occupations that has brought rising 
incomes, lower unemployment, and greater economic resilience .

The foundation of this virtuous cycle has been investment, sustained 
by an economy that enables such investment to grow . This is especially 
evident in education and infrastructure . Both are essential to assist 
globally competitive companies to be more productive than their 
competitors from around the world . Smart employees have the 
human capital to produce higher valued products and services (such 
as professional and medical services) . Good infrastructure keeps 
companies’ supply chains efficient – raw materials arrive on time, and 
products can get to their customers reliably .

A dramatic example of this commitment occurred in the aftermath of 
the tragic collapse of Minneapolis’ I-35W bridge over the Mississippi 
in 2007, which caused the deaths of 13 people . The replacement St . 
Anthony Falls Bridge was completed within a year, three months ahead 
of schedule and at a cost roughly 30% below budget, the result of 
innovative contracting methods, including incentive payments .

This exemplifies Minnesota’s recognition of the importance of robust 
infrastructure, including railroads . They have made it possible for 
Minnesota to attract firms that exploit the state’s high quality labor 
force, because their efficient supply chains can transport raw materials 
to and finished products from their worksites . Investment, including rail, 
has enabled the diverse range of industries that have been essential to 
the state’s economic outperformance .
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III. Minnesota’s Role  
in the Global Freight Web
The state of Minnesota is astride several major transportation corridors 
that cause it to punch above its weight in terms of its role in trade19:

• Through ports on the western shore of Lake Superior iron ore, 
coal and grain are shipped on the Great Lakes to national and 
international markets .

• Terminals on Minnesota’s navigable rivers send agricultural and other 
products south . 

• Interstates running east-west and north-south host trucks carrying 
commodities to and from Minnesota’s communities .

• Four Class I and seventeen short-line railroads operate in the state, 
linking other modes of transportation and carrying commodities to 
national and international markets . 

3 .6 million carloads – more than one for every worker in the state – are 
transported over the state’s 4,500 miles of railroad track . Minnesota’s rail 
lines connect the state centrally into the web of global trade . This system, the 
eighth largest in the nation, transports 228 million tons of freight each year .

Minnesota ranks fourth in the nation for tons exported by rail and sixth 
for rail-shipped imports .20 Rail and multimodal shipments (which include 
rail) make up over 20% of total shipments by any mode of transport 
(including barges and trucks) .21 

Although a considerable share of Minnesota’s agricultural products 
travel by barge, nearly 20% of Minnesota’s rail-transported exports are 
farm products22 —the second largest category by weight after iron ore . 
Minnesota is the nation’s third largest farm exporter (well over $1 billion 
in 201423) . No industry has been transformed as completely by freight 
rail as agriculture . Without rail, farms could neither import necessary 
implements (seeds, fertilizer, or equipment) nor sell produce in distant 
markets . Agriculture’s market would be entirely local .

Figure 3 .1 displays the network of rail links in Minnesota . Four Class I 
(major interstate) railways have track in the state: Canadian Pacific (CP; 
1,222 miles), Canadian National (CN; 425 miles), Union Pacific (UP; 435 
miles) and Burlington Northern/Santa Fe (BNSF; 1,584 miles) . Seventeen 
short-line carriers also operate in Minnesota (about 1,000 miles combined) .

Figure 3.1 Railroads in Minnesota
SOURCE: MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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Minnesota is astride a transportation corridor over which more than $2 
trillion in trade travels each year – equal to the entire economies of mid-
sized developed countries such as Australia or Italy . The eastern end of 
this corridor is the switchyards of Chicago, which connect the Great Plains 
to the East . The western end is at the Pacific Coast, whose ports ship to 
the economies that have grown fastest in the world for several decades .

Trade, Rail, and Prosperity
Economists do not treat all industries alike . They make a distinction 
between basic industries, which export (and thereby bring resources home) 
and population-serving industries, which cater to locals . The first is the 
wellspring of prosperity; the second, a side-effect . Policies should favor 
industries and jobs that support exports – i .e ., “basic” industries . Minnesota’s 
business environment has allowed a variety of basic industries to flourish .

The benefits of high volumes of trade have been manifest for decades 
in Minnesota’s economic performance . As far back as the early 1980s 
there were indications that the state periodically outperformed the 
nation24 . This was confirmed recently by the seminal 2014 and 2015 
reports on freight rail in Minnesota produced by the University of 
Minnesota’ Humphrey School of Public Affairs’ State and Local Public 
Policy Program (hereafter, the “UMN SLPP reports”) . 

Minnesota’s economy is fairly export intensive, exporting goods and services 
worth over $3,900 per capita . This is noteworthy because the majority of the 
state exports are bulk cargos, of low value per pound . (The U .S . average is 
about $7,300 per capita, due to its inclusion of very high value items such as 
sophisticated aircraft, advanced electronics, and highly skilled services .)25 

A high trade intensity has maintained Minnesota’s economic 
performance margin . Minnesota outpaced the nation for most of the 
20th century . In the first few decades it was a simple “convergence 
play,” as a relatively poor state caught up with the national average . 
But in the latter half of the century Minnesota’s economic margin 
was a “diversification play”: the economy diversified beyond highly 
volatile extractive commodity industries such as agriculture and 
mining26 . Exploiting international trade opportunities facilitated that 
diversification, which has both stabilized and strengthened the state’s 
economy compared to the nation . Minnesota’s economy grew at a 
faster rate than the nation in every year in this century except the 
terminal housing bubble years of 2006 and 200727, when construction 

spiked national growth to unsustainable levels . Trade cushioned the 
2008-09 recession’s blow and made Minnesota’s recovery modestly 
stronger than the nation’s27 .  UMN SLPP reports that several of the 
state’s key trade-intensive (and rail-dependent) industry clusters such 
as mining, agriculture, and manufacturing, grew at rates from twice 
to almost eight times that of their respective national counterparts29 .  
Some of these sectors remain beholden to commodity cycles, so they 
have suffered under recent price declines .
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IV.  Key Minnesota  
Rail-Dependent  
Economic Clusters
Regional economics traditionally subdivides the economy into industries: 
groups of companies offering a similar product or service that generally 
compete with one another . Industries are categorized in a classification 
system, known as the SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) until 1997, 
when it was superseded by a new, more detailed NAICS (North American 
Industrial Classification System) that took account of the decades-long 
shift of economic activity from goods-producing to service industries .

Economic geographers often refer to “clusters”: concentrations of firms 
in several related industries, which naturally group together to facilitate 
business relationships and share talent and resources . “Hollywood” is a 
metaphor for the film industry cluster in Southern California . “Silicon Valley” 
originally denoted an electronics cluster, and now includes a broad range 
of innovation-intensive firms . Clusters include firms from different, related 
industries – often suppliers or customers of the core industry . Silicon Valley 
for example includes electronics manufacturers, software producers, 
internet-based businesses, and educational institutions that supply talent 
to all of these . Clusters are similar to industrial sectors, but not identical, 
in that sectors are a higher-level amalgam of related industries, while 
clusters include firms in different industries that have significant business 
relationships or other commonalities .

The University of Minnesota Humphrey School of Public Affairs’ State and 
Local Public Policy program produced definitive work cataloging economic 
clusters in Minnesota as a framework for analyzing the state’s economy . 
In January 2015 UMN SLPP published Understanding and Enhancing the 
Value of the Freight Economy in Minnesota . It uses empirical evidence – 
location quotients that identify industrial concentrations in each county – to 
specify those industries that are the mainstay of Minnesota’s statewide and 
regional economies . It is a strongly cluster-based appraisal of the outsized 
role the freight economy (and particularly freight rail) plays in the state – a 
view also emphasized in the present report .

This report differs from UMN SLPP’s work in the following way . The 
UMN SLPP report identified key economic clusters (listed below) and 
addressed major investment and policy issues facing Minnesota’s freight 
rail system . The present report builds on this work to estimate the 

aggregate economic impact of freight rail in the state . Both reports are 
intended to raise consciousness about a vital industry at risk of being 
taken for granted – that may be stifled due to its success .

UMN SLPP identified seven economic clusters that are particularly rail-
dependent .30  The list below indicates the NAIC-classified industries that 
are included in each cluster . .

1 . Agricultural products, including farm commodities, machine 
harvesting, and soil preparation .

2 . Forest products, including paper, newsprint, paperboard mills, wood 
products manufacturing, and wood window and door manufacturing .

3 . Heavy machinery, including manufacturing of: construction 
machinery, cranes, farm machinery, mining machinery, and rental 
of transportation equipment .

4 . Metal mining, including iron ore, precious (gold, silver) and base (iron, 
copper) metals mining, aluminum production, and mining support .

5 . Processed food including processed food manufacturing, corn 
milling, and container manufacturing .

6 . Production technology, including the manufacture of tools and 
machines used in production processes .

7 . Publishing and printing, including prepress services, pen and 
pencil manufacturing, envelope and paper manufacturing, book 
publishing, sign manufacturing, commercial photography, screen 
printing, and news syndicates . 
 
Not surprisingly, this group of industries overlaps significantly 
with lists produced by other scholars . This author included the 
following (developed by the Washington Council for International 
Trade) for his October 2014 report on freight rail’s economic 
impact on the Pacific Northwest .31  Sectors in normal typeface 
essentially replicate the UMN SLPP Minnesota clusters, while those 
in bold do not overlap with those listed in the UMN SLPP report . 

8 . Agriculture, timber and wood products: Overlaps with UMN SLPP 
clusters 1 and 2 .

9 . Mining: Overlaps with UMN SLPP cluster 4 .
10. Construction
11 . Manufacturing: Overlaps with UMN SLPP clusters 3 and 6 .
12. Wholesale trade
13. Retail trade 
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Collectively these clusters employ 26 .95% of Minnesota workers .32  

Chapter VII will report the impact of all of these clusters combined, 
adding the clusters noted in bold to those identified by UMN SLPP . 

If the focus is restricted to only the clusters named in the UMN SLPP 
report, the size of that impact would be roughly one third less than the 
estimate reported below .
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V. Rail and Other 
Transportation Modes
The U .S . freight rail system is the envy of the world . Shipping rates are 
well below rates in other countries—about one half the developed country 
median . Rail’s labor productivity is about 100x that of trucks, and rail 
uses one fourth as much fuel (and emits one fourth as many pollutants, 
including greenhouse gases) .33 Furthermore, because rail generally does 
not share roadways with other vehicular traffic (except at crossings), it 
contributes less to traffic congestion, whose nationwide cost has been 
estimated at $121 billion per year . The Freight Rail Economic Development 
Study (FRED) of Minnesota Department of Transportation and Minnesota 
Department of Employment and Economic Development estimates that 
savings from reduced wear and tear on highways alone – i .e ., omitting the 
cost of highway congestion – is worth $33 million per year in Minnesota .34 

Rail productivity has increased by a factor of three since deregulation 
in 1980, which has allowed for cutting rates in half, when adjusted for 
inflation . Not surprisingly, demand for rail shipments grows about half 
again as fast as the overall economy . Rail demand is projected to grow by 
nearly 200% between 2011 and 2040 .35 

Since being deregulated in 1980 the rail industry’s accident rate has fallen 
by more than three fourths . It is half that of the trucking industry, and 
about 2/3rds the average rate of all private industries .36 

The main rail safety issue occupying attention pertains to the shipment of 
crude oil, known as crude by rail (CBR) . New oil and gas drilling techniques 
– the fracturing of subsurface rocks in which oil or gas are suspended, 
known as “fracking” – have put into production fields long considered 
uneconomical, including the Eagle Ford in Texas, the Marcellus Shale in 
Pennsylvania and Ohio, and the Bakken formation in North Dakota and 
Montana . CBR issues are taken up as a part of the next chapter on energy .

Unlike other transportation modes, capital investment in freight rail is 
almost exclusively private . Public benefits (such as those enumerated in 
this report) are purchased without public funds .

Compared to other forms of ground transportation, rail makes a 
compelling case to shippers in terms of safety, environmental impact, 
and efficiency . The main exception is flexibility: Loads can only travel 
between points on the relatively sparse rail grid . The highway network is 

far denser, so trucks can more quickly be reallocated . For certain liquid 
cargoes such as natural gas or oil, the only serious competitor with rail is 
pipelines . But pipelines have far less flexibility than rail, and are extremely 
capital-intensive . Rail is a reasonable alternative means of transporting oil 
between source and customer . President Obama’s recent denial of federal 
permits for the Keystone XL pipeline from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico 
will only increase the need for CBR .

VI. Energy and  
Rail in Minnesota
Minnesota is not a large energy producer and is a relatively thrifty 
consumer, so energy is rarely prominent in discussions of the state 
economy . But Minnesota is a leading producer of some fast-growing 
energy sources, and is major conduit of energy produced and 
consumed elsewhere . Much of this is transported by rail, so the state’s 
energy story is also a rail story .

Minnesota’s energy consumption per capita is ranked 22nd in the 
nation, although its economy is 17th largest .37  So the state is somewhat 
more efficient in its energy consumption than the national average . The 
greatest share of that consumption comes from natural gas, at 6,500 
million cubic feet – only 0 .7% of the nation’s, although Minnesota’s 
population share is more than twice as high (1 .7% of the nation) . The 
state is also a major producer of renewable energy, especially wind 
power .

After natural gas, the greatest sources of energy used in the state 
are coal and motor fuel, with a large share of the latter coming from 
another renewable fuel, ethanol . Although most of the crude oil 
processed at Minnesota’s two refineries comes from Canada, most of 
the ethanol blended into gasoline comes from within the state or from 
nearby Iowa . 23 Minnesota plants produce ethanol, nearly 10% of the 
national total . Over 70% of this is exported out of the state,38 making 
Minnesota the fourth largest ethanol producer . As a result of the state’s 
E85 ethanol blending program (where in 2007 incentives were offered 
to stimulate demand for 85% ethanol/15% gasoline blends), about one 
seventh of all ethanol in stations in the U .S . reside in Minnesota – about 
eight times its share of the national economy or population . Railroads 
haul corn to processing plants and the ethanol on its way to market, as 
well as the distillers dried grains (DDGs) by-product .
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In terms of energy content (BTUs) coal is Minnesota’s third largest 
energy source, all of it imported . (Minnesota has no coal mines .)  
Almost half of the state’s electricity is coal-based, with most of it 
shipped in by rail . Minnesota is also a pathway for Montana and 
Wyoming coal shipped through the Port of Duluth to other states and 
provinces . (Coal accounts for 80% of Duluth shipment tonnage .)

The same situation occurs with crude oil . Minnesota refines oil at two 
refineries for local use (e .g . gasoline), all of it imported . The state has also 
long been a pathway for crude oil from Canada to the U .S . Northeast 
and South . Today new oil extraction technologies are making productive 
fields previously considered exhausted, or never economical . Fracturing 
deep shale rock formations to liberate oil and gas – known as “fracking” – 
have caused booms in producing region such as the Eagle Ford in south 
Texas, the Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania and Ohio, and the Bakken 
formation in North Dakota and Montana .

Considerable Bakken oil is shipped through Minnesota to destinations 
to the south and east, a mode known as “crude by rail .”  The proposed 
federal safeguards mandate that railroads use tank cars with safety 
equipment installed to retard spillage and fires in a derailment . The 
railroads lobbied for the stronger standards and many are working 
with their customers (who own the rail cars) to accelerate timetables 
to replace their tank cars or retrofit newer equipment . Even if safety 
precautions are fully effective, it cannot be denied that the increased 
volume of trains carrying crude oil is not popular . Rail is the logical 
means of transport for bulk energy products, at least for a period 
of time . Rail is far more efficient than other conventional transport, 
as noted in the previous chapter . Although pipelines can improve 
efficiency even further, because they are geographically fixed, they 
are only economical where both producing fields and consumer 
concentrations are well established . The rapid expansion of American 
energy production due to fracking has far outpaced pipeline 
development and construction . So a flexible mode, like rail, is the best 
alternative in the near term .

In summary, while Minnesota is not an energy powerhouse, it is 
becoming one through growth in renewables . In the meantime, while 
fossil fuels still dominate energy use, it is an essential pathway to power 
the nation . Rail transports a large portion of that energy . 

 

VII. The Economy  
without Rail
This chapter – the analytic core of the report – estimates the freight 
rail’s effect on the Minnesota economy . Taking this question literally 
means implicitly asking: What if rail did not exist?  Failing to think that 
assumption all the way through often gets economists into trouble .

The most common analytic approach is regional input/output (I/O) 
analysis, a technique developed by Wassily Leotieff that was the basis 
for his Nobel Prize in economics (one of the first) . I/O estimates the total 
effect on all industries (including indirect or “ripple” effect) of activity 
in any given industry . The ratio of total to direct effects is a coefficient 
larger than 1 .0, called a “multiplier .”  I/O models often compute 
multipliers for several different economic variables such as output (total 
gross domestic product) income to households, and employment . I/O 
techniques and their limitations are discussed further in Appendix B .

Economists (including this author early in his career) often make one or both 
of the following mistakes when they use I/O techniques for impact analysis:

• They assume that “everything else” remains “equal .” The multiplier 
captures the estimated effect, assuming that nothing else changes . 
This overestimates the impact of a hypothesized change because 
they ignore the fact that most human systems (including economic 
systems) are at least partly self-correcting, so any impact will be 
dampened by those corrections .

• They forget that most econometric estimations are made for small, 
incremental changes, such as a modest expansion of an industry of 
only moderate importance . As a result, they overestimate the impact 
of a fundamental change, such as the assumed elimination of an 
industry as pervasive as freight rail .

If rail did not exist, bulk shipping would not disappear . Seaborne 
trade would continue to be carried by ships, and trucks could replace 
(absent) trains for overland shipping . But the substitutes will often be 
more expensive – costing at least three times higher direct costs . They 
would be about three times again higher if “social” costs are included – 
as they could be if social costs were priced in, such as through taxation . 
Because shippers (like everyone else) are price sensitive, higher 
shipping costs would curtail trade volumes, so there would be fewer 
export jobs and reduced welfare because of the loss to consumers of 
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opportunities for lower import prices . So a literal reading of I/O results 
can exaggerate the impact of a prevalent industry such as freight rail .

Here is an analogy that may make this clearer . Say you wish to evaluate 
the impact of the pencil industry . Arguably every other industry uses 
some pencils, so if pencils disappeared (say due to some misguided 
law), a naïve analyst might argue that the entire economy would shut 
down . (Many have made equivalent arguments, claiming farfetched 
multiplier effects in advocacy analyses .)  But this is fanciful . If pencils 
were outlawed, pencil-using industries would find substitutes: they 
would be less productive or cost more, but they would get the job 
done . The loss of pencils would indeed have negative impacts, but not 
nearly as great as a simplistic reading of I/O models would suggest . 
Furthermore, while every pencil-using industry would lose a little, 
producers of pencil substitutes would gain a lot . It is the net effect, not 
the mere gross effect, which matters .

The estimates that follow are avowedly conservative, in these and 
several other ways:

• They consciously use a relatively restrictive set of the industries that 
are most dependent on freight rail . Many other industries that also 
depend on rail (but each less than these) are omitted .

• They acknowledge that in the assumed absence of freight rail, much 
shipping would find other transportation modes (mainly trucks) – 
but that freight volumes will be curtailed by those modes’ higher 
costs . These estimates attempt to adjust downward the estimated 
effect of rail’s absence to account for such substitutions, as well as 
the shift of shipments from rail to trucks .

These estimates also ignore the most important impact: the effect 
of trade on competitiveness . As noted in Chapter I, trade widens 
the scope of competition, and so accelerates economic change, 
including productivity improvements . Unquestionably, rail allowed 
the development of the North American continent west of the 
Appalachians, bringing both the implements of civilization and the 
impetus to compete and improve . There can be no doubt that these 
effects were profound . The rapid economic ascent of three billion 
capitalists in Asia is simply the latest example in a long history of the 
synergies among trade, transportation, and development .

Taken in whole, we can confidently say that the estimates of rail impact 

shown here are quite conservative – a lower bound . Actual impacts are 
far more likely higher than these, not lower .

Rail’s Role in the Economy
Table 7 .1 summarizes employment in rail-dependent clusters in the 
Minnesota economy .

The ten clusters identified by UMN SLPP and this author’s previous 
work (the first seven clusters by UMN SLPP, and the others from this 
author’s Pacific Northwest work in 2014) together represent just over 
1/4th of state employment (26 .95%)—nearly one million jobs . Using 
UMN’s estimates of the fraction of those jobs particularly dependent 
on freight rail, about a quarter of a million jobs would be at risk . (The 

Table 7.1  
Contribution to GDP and employment  
of rail-dependent clusters in Minnesota in 2014

Sector/Cluster % of State 
Employment

2014 
GDP ($M)

2014  
Employment

% by 
Rail39

2014 Rail 
Dependent 

Employment

Agricultural 
products

2 .19% $6,941 78,724 25% 19,681

Forest 
products

1 .00% included40 36,024 30% 10,807

Heavy 
machinery

1 .23% $27,257 44,092 20% 8,818

Metal mining 0 .35% $2,326 12,454 57% 7,099

Processed 
food

1 .31% $16,650 47,069 30% 14,121

Production 
technology

0 .94% included 33,616 18% 6,051

Publishing and 
printing

1 .37% $11,334 49,360 40% 19,744

Construction 4 .71% $13,529 169,027 20% 33,805

Wholesale 
trade

3 .96% $21,849 142,164 40% 56,866

Retail trade 9 .89% $17,931 355,296 20% 71,059

TOTALS 26.95% $117,817 967,826 248,051
Total State 

Employment 
3,591,362
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specific figures noted are in bold italics in Table 7 .1 .)  If only the UMN 
SLPP clusters were included, these figures would be about 1/3rd lower .

As noted earlier, these jobs have a magnified effect on the economy 
because they are highly productive and pay well above average . Input/
output economics attempts to capture the relationships among industries 
in the economy, to estimate the total effect of a change in a given industry . 
This is known as the “multiplier”: the cumulative effect of ripples in the 
broader economy caused by a change in one part . As noted above, naïve 
analysts, or those with an advocacy agenda, often overestimate multipliers 
and exaggerate economic impacts . This author has made a series of 
assumptions that underplay these ripple effects in order to be conservative .

Rail’s Added Value to Minnesota 
If rail did not exist, bulk shipping would not cease – but it would 
become significantly more expensive (by a factor of almost three) . 
Shippers’ price sensitivity is not high, but it is definitely not zero . The 
price elasticity of demand – the degree to which demand reduces in 
response to rising prices – measures this price sensitivity .

Shippers are not very price sensitive: estimates of this elasticity range 
from 0 .3 to 1 .0, meaning that a given percentage price increase will 
cause a drop in demand of between 3/10ths as much and just as much, 
proportionately, as prices rise . As noted in Appendix B, this price 
sensitivity is an aspect many analysts miss . However, because shipping 
by trucks costs so much more than by rail, even the lowest elasticity 
(0 .3) would imply that nearly all (2 .79 x 0 .3 = 83 .7%) of the shipments 
otherwise made by rail would not be made at all if rail did not exist . 
As discussed above and in Appendix B, this is an instance where the 
situation being analyzed – the “elimination” of a pervasive industry – is 
beyond the scope of traditional econometrics, whose estimates are best 
for incremental changes .

A literal (naïve) estimate – ignoring the above – of freight rail’s impact 
is shown in Appendix B, Table B .1 . It specifies that if rail did not exist, 
27% of the state’s employment would disappear . We offer it only as 
a point of calibration, because many advocacy analyses make such 
exaggerated estimates . But we put far more faith in the estimate 
immediately below, which is one-fourth as high .

A more plausible estimate can be made by including the ripple 
effects on other sectors of the absence of freight rail, through input/
output multipliers: they dampen the exaggerated effects that a naïve 

computation produces . Table 7 .2 shows the result of our analysis, 
reflecting impacts on three economic aggregates: output (GDP), 
earnings (household income), and employment . This analysis started 
with the naïve (exaggerated) estimate, adjusting it in two main ways:

• It used shippers’ price elasticity of demand to reflect that absent 
rail shipments would migrate to other transportation modes (mainly 
trucks), but substitute modes’ higher costs would reduce shipments 
significantly . This adjustment reduced estimated impacts .

• It used the RIMS multipliers to capture the effects on other 
industries of changes in the most rail-dependent industries . This 
adjustment magnified estimated impacts .

Table 7.2  
Jobs and Economic Activity that  
would not exist without Freight Rail

REDUCTION IN ECONOMIC AGGREGATES
Sector/Cluster Output Earnings Employment

Agricultural products $2,439 $498 11,285

Forest products (included in above)

Heavy machinery $6,821 $1,781 29,500

Metal mining $1,676 $318 5,059

Processed food $9,046 $1,727 41,155

Production technology (included in above)

Publishing and printing $5,985 $1,493 30,133

Construction $3,351 $1,203 28,063

Wholesale trade $9,978 $3,098 50,232

Retail trade $4,097 $1,324 51,617

TOTALS $43,392 $11,443 247,044

($ in millions, except for employment)
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By sheer coincidence, the net effect of these adjustments balanced out, 
producing an estimated employment effect roughly equivalent to all rail-
dependent industry employment (247,000 impact vs . 248,000 baseline 
jobs .)  However, effects on output are much less – $43 billion impact vs . 
$118 billion baseline . This reflects the pervasive role of freight rail: a wide 
range (captured via multipliers) of industries would experience depressed 
sales without rail, disproportionate to effects on their employment .

About one out of four of the jobs in these industries would be lost if 
freight rail didn’t exist . The missing employment represents nearly 7% 
of the state workforce – a quarter million jobs, a greater number than 
lost their jobs in the recent recession . This is equivalent to the entire 
workforce of several of the state’s most dynamic industries such as 
Finance and Insurance along with Information; or half of Education and 
Health . Put another way, this is about as many jobs as in the Duluth 
and Rochester areas combined . However, it still meets the test of 
reasonableness, insofar as this author’s previous rail study of Washington 
found a larger employment effect for that even more trade-intensive 
state (10 .6% of Washington employment .)  A lower proportion is plausible 
insofar as Minnesota’s geographic position is not quite as strategic as 

Washington’s, as discussed in Appendix B . The last three sectors in the 
table have been added (based on that analysis) to the other sectors from 
the UMN SLPP report .

To summarize, this analysis very consciously resisted the frequent 
tendency of economic impact analyses to exaggerate impacts . The 
impacts reported in this report are about one fourth of the overall size of 
rail-dependent industries (7% of state employment lost without freight 
rail, vs . 27% in the 2014 baseline .)  They reflect the natural tendency of 
a dynamic economy to adjust to change – even one as significant as 
the absence of a foundational industry like rail . This may underestimate 
the true impact of rail, but that is an intentional bias: one would rather 
understate impacts than overstate them .

In terms of personal income, without rail, every Minnesotan would be 
roughly $2,000 per year poorer – more than $5,000 per household .

A narrower impact estimate, covering only the UMN SLPP clusters, would 
reduce the above figures by about half in terms of employment and 1/3 in 
terms of output . Regardless of how narrowly or broadly you define rail’s 
impact, its economic footprint is enormous .

Impact on Public Finances
Although Minnesota is highly ranked among states for its business 
environment, low taxes are not the reason: according to the Census 
Bureau, the state has the 13th highest tax burden when measured as a 
share of total personal income . (Other sources rank Minnesota as high 
as 8th nationally .41)  Total state and local taxes were $9,168 per capita 
in 2012, the latest year for which comparative information for all states 
has been tabulated by the Census Bureau . Total state and local taxes 
collected in 2012 were $43 .9 billion, or 16 .7% of state GDP .

A crude estimate of the tax revenue generated (directly and indirectly) 
by the economic activity made possible by freight rail would therefore be 
roughly $7 billion, or 16 .7% of the rail-enabled economic activity42 . (This 
number is three and one half times as high as the $2 billion cited in the FRED 
study because the lower number includes only taxes paid directly by the 
rail industry, whereas the higher figure includes taxes paid from economic 
activity in rail-dependent industries that would not occur absent rail .)  This 
is a very significant fraction of total state and local tax revenues (roughly 
comparable to the taxes generated in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul metro area) 
that have been a necessary element of Minnesota’s economic success .
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VIII. Conclusions
Fundamental infrastructure – electric power, indoor heat, clean water, 
waste disposal and treatment, telecommunication, and transportation 
– is easy to take for granted . That is why our nation has underinvested 
for generations . A little known exception is freight rail, which has 
extensively modernized its physical plant after it became fully private 
in 1980 . This has provided the U .S . the most efficient freight shipping 
in the world, driving down environmental costs and accident rates . Rail 
today costs about one third of trucking based on direct costs, with an 
even larger margin of superiority if full “social” costs are counted .43

But this successful industry is mainly seen as a 19th century throwback, 
of little interest to the technological 21st century . In fact, as the 
University of Minnesota Humphrey School’s State and Local Policy 
Program makes plain, the modern economy could not exist without 
efficient bulk transport . For the three fourths of the world that 
lives inland, that means freight rail . Minnesota has made efficient 
infrastructure, including freight transport, an indispensable part of its 
highly attractive business environment for decades .

In fact, the North American Midwest would be unrecognizable without 
rail to ship supplies in and products out: the continent west of the 
Appalachians would be sparsely populated and its economy one of 
subsistence farms . Incomes in Minnesota would be a tiny fraction of 
today’s: perhaps $1,000 per household, 1/20th of the poverty line .

This report attempts to estimate the effect on the economy of freight 
rail – how much Minnesota benefits from this industry; or conversely, 

how much poorer the state would be if it was curtailed . Conventional 
tools of economic impact analysis are not fully adequate to the 
challenge, because the scope of this industry is far greater than the 
incremental changes on which conventional techniques are premised . 
Nevertheless, it is safe to say that freight rail contributes at least 7% to 
Minnesota’s employment – roughly a quarter of a million jobs – and over 
$40 billion in state economic activity . 

These estimates were made using deliberately conservative assumptions . 
Actual impacts are probably significantly higher . A casual reading of 
history would suggest that without freight rail Minnesota, and the rest of 
the North American West, would not have a modern economy at all .

But the specific estimates are not what is really important . Behind 
the numbers is a more profound truth:  It is no accident that trading 
nations, and jobs, are prosperous . Not only can they sell into a much 
larger market . More importantly, exposure to world class competition 
forces continuous improvements and efficiencies, which earn trading 
firms and their employees high and rising incomes . That has brought 
three billion Asians into the global middle class, and earned tens of 
millions of Americans high wages .

Trade requires transportation . Near navigable waterways, barges and 
ships are the mode of choice . For the rest of the globe, that mode is 
freight rail . Freight rail has a profound impact on virtually every aspect 
of modern life . The circulatory system of modern economies, it is an 
unheralded keystone of Minnesota’s longstanding economic success .

 . 
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Appendix B    
A Note on Regional  
Input/Output (I/O) Analysis
The analytic framework used in this report is a very common one for 
regional and national economic impact analysis: input-output (I/O) 
modelling . This schema was developed by Wassily Leontief, one of the 
first recipients of the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences . I/O modelling 
is based on an accounting framework that organizes the economy by 
industry . It attempts to capture production in the economy in terms 
of all of a given industry’s inputs and outputs . For example, consumer 
electronics manufacturers will use glass, integrated circuits, and 
plastics to produce gaming consoles and televisions . These are laid out 
in a matrix format like an Excel spreadsheet, where for example cell E37 
shows the outputs from Industry 37 used as inputs to Industry E . 

The I/O framework establishes how much total production will occur 
across industries if one industry produces one more unit, or one 
more dollar worth of output—buying inputs from other industries . It is 
intuitive that one industry’s purchases are another industry’s income; 
I/O modelling merely measures these relationships . The two best known 
I/O frameworks in use are the IMPLAN model (originated by the U .S . 
Census Bureau, now maintained by a private Minnesota firm) and the 
U .S . Department of Commerce/Bureau of Economic Analysis’ Regional 
Input-Output Modelling System (RIMS II) . This report utilizes RIMS II .

The row or column totals of the I/O matrix are industry multipliers: 
the total effect on the economy if Industry X receives one more dollar 
in sales . Industry multipliers are very common in regional economic 
impact analysis, and often are computed for three variables: output, 
income, and employment . Each captures the total effect in the economy 
of a dollar of additional sales by Industry X: how much regional GDP 
(output), how much household income, and how many more jobs would 
occur . (Likewise, these multipliers are assumed to capture the decline 
in overall economic activity if Industry X lost sales .)  Multipliers include 
immediate effects of a change in industry income, as well as the effects 
on suppliers to the industry (“indirect effects”), and further effects on 
industries which sell to the suppliers (“induced effects” .)

Advocacy studies often use exaggerated or understated multipliers, 
depending on their bias . The multipliers used in this report are 
produced by an objective government bureau and Minnesota-specific, 
supplied by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the U .S . 

Department of Commerce . BEA maintains the RIMS II Regional Input/
Output Modeling System . Table B .1 summarizes the multipliers used 
here . (Industries in normal typeface duplicate those named in the UMN 
SLPP freight rail reports . Those in bold were identified in this author’s 
previous Pacific Northwest freight rail report .)

Table B.1  
State-level RIMS I/O multipliers for Minnesota

SOURCE: U .S . DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,  
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, RIMS II

Sector/Cluster Output Earnings Employment

Agricultural products 1 .6794 0 .3431 7 .7698

Forest products 1 .5291 0 .4513 18 .121

Heavy machinery 1 .4948 0 .3904 6 .4652

Metal mining 1 .5105 0 .2866 4 .5589

Processed food 2 .1636 0 .4131 9 .8438

Production technology 1 .4201 0 .3859 6 .4011

Publishing and printing 1 .5772 0 .3935 7 .941

Construction 1 .4796 0 .5311 12 .391

Wholesale trade 1 .3641 0 .4235 6 .867

Retail trade 1 .3648 0 .4411 17 .196

These multipliers measure the total effect on the overall state economy of a 
$1 million change in final demand to the listed industry . So for example, if the 
construction industry saw a $1 M drop in sales, the statewide effect would be:

• A decline of $1,479,600 in GDP (output)

• A decline of $531,100 in household income (earnings)

• A loss of 12 .4 jobs .  
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I/O modelling and its resulting multipliers are premised on several 
significant simplifying assumptions .  Quoting from the BEA:

Assumptions of the model to keep in mind (emphasis in original):

• Firms have no supply constraints – Input-output based multipliers 
assume that industries can increase their demand for inputs and 
labor as needed to meet additional demand . If local firms are already 
operating at full capacity, then additional inputs may need to come 
from outside the region, thereby reducing the local impact . 

• Firms have fixed patterns of purchases – Input-output based 
multipliers assume that an industry must double its inputs to double 
its output . If a firm can increase its output without hiring additional 
employees and without purchasing additional inputs, then the 
impact of the change on the local economy will be smaller than the 
impact that is estimated using a full multiplier . 

• Firms use local inputs when they are available – The method used 
by RIMS II to develop regional multipliers assumes that firms will 
purchase inputs from firms in the region before using imports . If 
a clothing manufacturer located in an area that produces textiles, 
purchases its textiles from outside the region, then the impact of a 
change in clothing production on the local economy will be smaller 
than implied by the full multiplier .  

In other words, I/O modelling can best produce impact estimates when 
the change being appraised is very much “at the margin” – a small 
perturbation to a large economy . It can only crudely capture the impact 
of changes in large economic components, such as entire industries . 
(Implications of this key limitation are discussed in the first section of 
Chapter VII .)  As the BEA notes, I/O-derived multipliers tend to have an 
upward bias – they can overestimate the impact of a change . This analysis 
consciously uses low multipliers, and makes a variety of other conservative 
assumptions mentioned in Chapter VII, so its impact estimates are more 
likely to be underestimated than overestimated--by design .

The BEA omits one important caveat: If a good or service becomes 
too expensive (or never existed), users of that service will substitute for 
it something more cost-effective . The estimates herein use the price 
elasticity of demand for freight transportation to crudely estimate 
shippers’ response to the higher costs of trucking vs . rail . The underlying 
assumption is that shippers would choose not ship some loads by truck 
because of trucking’s higher transportation costs . Reduced shipments 
means reduced exports, reduced employment in exporting industries, and 

lower spending by workers in those industries . I/O modelling captures 
these ripple effects from the directly affected industries to the broader 
regional economy .

Many impact analyses fail to recognize such substitutions . As an illustration, 
Table B .2 displays a naïve analysis that ignores such natural adaptations .

Table B.2  
Naïve (exaggerated) estimate of Minnesota  
economic impact if freight rail did not exist

Sector/Cluster
% of State 

Employment

2014 Rail 
Dependent 
GDP ($M)

Shipping 
Reduction 
GDP ($M)

Agricultural products 2 .19% 1735 1452 .404

Forest products 1 .00% included

Heavy machinery 1 .23% 5451 4562 .822

Metal mining 0 .35% 1326 1109 .711

Processed food 1 .31% 4995 4180 .815

Production technology 0 .94% included

Publishing and printing 1 .37% 4534 3794 .623

Construction 4 .71% 2706 2264 .755

Wholesale trade 3 .96% 8740 7315 .045

Retail trade 9 .89% 3586 3001 .649

TOTALS 26 .95% 27681 .82

% of state employment reduced: 23 .50%
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Relationship to Previous Work  
by the University of Minnesota
As noted in the text, this report is patterned after an earlier piece by 
the author on the impact of freight rail in the Pacific Northwest . It 
was greatly influenced by the U MN SLPP report on Minnesota . That 
report is a superb and highly detailed description of the rail of freight 
rail in Minnesota, but it eschews a quantified impact analysis, which 
is the purpose of the present work . This section briefly identifies the 
relationship between this work and both the author’s prior work for 
WCIT and the U MN SLPP work .

In general, the impact of freight rail in Minnesota is somewhat smaller 
than in the Pacific Northwest, proportionate to the state’s economy . 
This is true for both natural reasons and because of lessons learned in 
the prior work .

The Northwest has an exceptional geographic position . The Seattle-
Tacoma and Vancouver ports complexes ship the products of half a 
continent to one of the world’s fastest-growing regions, Northeast Asia . 
Minnesota is astride important transportation corridors, but its location 
is not quite as strategic .

In addition, this author takes pains to make highly conservative 
assumptions . The goal is that any impact estimate will be on the low 
end of plausibility . This report includes one additional methodological 
component that was made possible by the work of U MN SLPP .

In the WCIT report six industrial sectors were identified as being highly 
rail-dependent . If freight rail were absent, the report implied that a 
constant fraction (an average of 19%; the portion of total Washington 
freight volume shipped by rail) of these sectors’ activity would be 
moved  or suspended entirely, based on shippers’ price sensitivity, 
due to the higher cost of shipping by truck . In contrast, U MN SLPP 
identified the specific fraction of activity in each cluster that is shipped 
by rail . This allowed a finer-grained impact analysis in the present 
report .

Enough other restrictive assumptions were made in the WCIT report 
to compensate for the above, but this author wishes to take every 
advantage of the work done by U MN SLPP to produce the most 
conservative plausible estimate . 

This table assumes that 83 .7% of bulk cargo transport in rail-dependent 
sectors ceases if freight rail didn’t exist . (Note that most analyses would 
be even more extreme: they would show a 100% decline in activity in 
rail-dependent sectors .)  Since rail-dependent employment is 26 .95% 
of all workers in the state, this extreme estimate would imply that 
23 .5% of the workforce would not exist . This would be a reduction 
in employment comparable to the Great Depression, and several 
times larger than the severe 2008-09 recession . Minnesota would be 
unrecognizable, economically and otherwise . 

Such magnitudes make it difficult to take the naïve results too seriously . 
In a predecessor report by this author of rail in the Pacific Northwest, 
even the lowest price elasticity still implied that the absence of 
freight rail would reduce the state of Washington’s GDP by 120%, a 
mathematical impossibility .

In Chapter VII the analysis started with the above exaggerated estimate, 
adjusting it in two main ways:

• It used shippers’ price elasticity of demand to reflect that absent 
rail shipments would migrate to other transportation modes (mainly 
trucks), but substitute modes’ higher costs would reduce shipments 
significantly . This adjustment reduced estimated impacts .

• It used the RIMS multipliers to capture the effects on other 
industries of changes in the most rail-dependent industries . This 
adjustment magnified estimated impacts .

By sheer coincidence, the net effect of these adjustments produced an 
estimated employment effect roughly equivalent to all rail-dependent 
industry employment (247,000 impact vs . 248,000 baseline jobs .)  
However, effects on output are much less--$43 billion impact vs . $118 
billion baseline . This reflects the pervasive role of freight rail a wide 
range of industries that would experience depressed sales without rail, 
disproportionate to effects on employment .

To summarize, this analysis very consciously resisted the frequent 
tendency of economic impact analyses to exaggerate impacts . The 
impacts reported in this report are about one fourth of the overall size 
of rail-dependent industries (7% of state employment lost without 
freight rail, vs . 27% in the 2014 baseline .)  They reflect the natural 
tendency of a dynamic economy to adjust to change—even one as 
significant as the absence of a foundational industry like rail . This may 
underestimate the true impact of rail, but that is an intentional bias: one 
would rather understate impacts than overstate them .
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